I Served 10 Tours in Afghanistan.
It’s Time for Us to Leave.
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On the evening of July 15, 1979, a solemn and weary President Jimmy Carter sat
in the Oval Office and addressed the nation
about what he termed a “fundamental threat
to American democracy.” Known historically as the “crisis of confidence” speech,
President Carter used his prime-time slot to
empathize about a general malaise hovering
over the country. It was a particularly perilous period for America, whose economy
was trapped by high inflation and energy
shortages and whose political elite was
distrusted by the very citizens they were
supposed to represent.
Forty years after that momentous speech,
America is undergoing a similar crisis of
confidence with its foreign policy and defense establishment.
The gulf between the policy elite and the
general public is wide and getting wider. It
can be seen in the 59% of Americans who
no longer believe a generation-long war in
Afghanistan is worth the effort; in the pile
of taxpayer money devoted and often misallocated during the post-9/11 wars ($5.9
trillion, according to Brown University’s
Cost of War Project); in the unending deployment schedule that puts stress on
America’s service members; and in the utter
lack of accountability within the senior
leadership despite repeated mistakes.
The result has been poor decisionmaking, even poorer judgment, and the kind
of inconclusive and expensive wars the
American people have become disillusioned
with.
The obvious case study is Afghanistan, a
country that has chewed up and spit out
great powers throughout its history. Nearly
18 years after the first U.S. military operations against Al-Qaeda and the Taliban, the
war is still a meat grinder. The Taliban
control as much terrain now as they ever
have since the conflict began. The insurgency continues to conduct operations across
the country, including in the heart of the
Afghan capital. Despite participating in
negotiations with the United States, Taliban
commanders are intent on pressing their
advantage on the battlefield. Washington’s

leverage is limited — and the Taliban know
it.
The Afghan security forces, while committed on the front lines, remain bewitched
by inadequate training, systemic corruption
and incompetence. The Afghan Air Force
is unable to conduct air drops to its forces
on the ground who desperately radio for
assistance. The Afghan National Army
is over 46,000 personnel short of being at
full strength, a shortfall in retention that is
adding strain on grunts who are already
exhausted defending isolated outposts and
checkpoints.
The war in Afghanistan has been mismanaged for so long that you can forgive
the American people for not noticing.
We originally went into Afghanistan with
clear objectives — to obliterate the terrorist
group who killed nearly 3,000 people on
9/11 and to punish and deter its enablers.
Yet within a blink of an eye, Washington
shifted the objective to a far more unrealistic nation-building and social science experiment. Our leaders, civilian and military
alike, cloaked an overly ambitious strategy with hubris, convincing ourselves that
Afghanistan’s convoluted lexicon of ancient
disputes could be resolved through a topdown, Western-style system of government.
Through it all, the American people were
told by their leadership that progress was
just around the corner. The senior officers
in charge of implementing a failed strategy
refused to level with Americans about just
how difficult the circumstances were.
The Taliban’s resurgence is the inevitable
outcome of an inadequate organizational
structure and an ineffective strategy. The
Taliban in 2001 consisted of large units
organized under a tribal military chain of
command driven by a religious ideology.
The U.S. won by March 2002, but instead
of recognizing victory and departing, Washington took on greater responsibility by
building political and security organizations
that would lead to a Taliban resurgence,
unparalleled corruption across the political
system and an 18-plus-year conflict. By
2004, the Taliban took advantage of a sanc-

tuary in Pakistan to reorganize, recruit and
fundraise while co-opting village elders
across the border. By 2005, the Taliban and
other insurgent organizations had a foothold
across Afghanistan.
When we did make security gains in Afghanistan, we threw them away with an
abrupt change in military strategy. The only
period in Afghanistan when there were
unprecedented security gains was between
mid-2010 through the end of 2013, when an
emphasis on bottom-up population-centric
operations in the rural areas took time,
space and opportunity away from the insurgents. The establishment and U.S. mentoring of the Afghan Local Police during this
period not only diminished the pool of recruits for the Taliban, but also provided a
degree of security for communities previously felt abandoned by the insurgents.
Unfortunately, due to a change in policy in 2013, by 2016, all the security gains
were lost. Afghanistan has been muddling
along ever since, characterized by senior
officers doing their best to manage an increasingly dire situation. A U.S. official
told The Associated Press on August 21
that the two service members died in combat from small-arms fire, bringing the total
number of 2019 U.S. combat-related fatalities in Afghanistan to 14 — the highest toll
in five years (two additional American
deaths in the country were not combatrelated).
The lack of accountability of our senior
civilian and military leaders is a contributing factor to why the United States has
been stuck in this war for 18 years. The two
aren’t coincidental, but deeply linked.
I served 10 tours in Afghanistan. I was
there when we first went in. Our military
has performed bravely in Afghanistan and
performed their duty to the very best of
their ability.
But I believe at this point, the filling of
body bags and hospital beds is no longer
justified. To win, we would need a comprehensive new strategic approach, and I do
not see that as likely to happen. The only
alternative left is to leave.

Reenlisting in the Idaho Army National Guard so I could deploy to Afghanistan and fight those who
attacked our country on 9/11 was a source of pride for me and my family. I sacrificed a lot. I left my
young children behind and traded in my financially comfortable career as a mortgage broker and home
builder for combat boots and a fraction of the financial success I’d worked so hard to achieve.
I traded in my home in Boise and blue fields on Saturday for a few dusty tents surrounded by strands of
razor wire.
When getting necessary supplies for our unit proved difficult and sometimes life-threatening, I reached
out through friends back home to then-Governor Jim Risch, commander in chief of the Idaho Guard. He
acted, and we got our supplies, for which I thanked him face to face in the governor’s office when I returned.
I’m writing today to ask Jim Risch for his help again, this time in his new role as chairman of the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
I was naive. My eyes were shaded by a vision that I was there to fight evil. I was "all-in" for the mission.
I worked tirelessly to make the most of a bad situation. I volunteered for extra missions and longer duty
because I wanted to have an impact...leave my mark...if I was going to be away from my family and my
comfortable life back in Idaho.
Even through the supply issues, I remained motivated to fight. Motivated to find and destroy an enemy.
U.S. servicemen and women are truly amazing people. We are trained to fight...to obey...to execute...regardless of our personal beliefs. We did our jobs. We fought and destroyed and rebuilt and
fought some more. We supported Reconstruction Teams who built roads, hospitals, schools and water
treatment facilities. Infrastructure was built and handed over to the Afghan citizens only to see it
claimed and stolen by the warlords and members of the Taliban. Our allies on Monday were often times
our enemies on Friday. Our mission became confusing and unclear. More and more of our missions
were accompanied by non-warfighters who were giving battlefield instructions regarding which villages
were off-limits and what areas could or couldn't have U.S. military action. Men in suits were directing
men in uniforms and it was frustrating and confusing. The mission was unclear.

Upon returning home and watching the rise and fall and rise again of the Taliban and other antiamerican groups has made me question my sacrifice. I have no doubt that hunting and killing Osama bin
Laden was a noble cause. I do not believe that we did it effectively or efficiently. The mission has been
accomplished. He is dead. I often wonder why we are still there. Whenever I see another story on the
news about American men and women dying in Afghanistan it creates a visceral reaction...an anger that
I can't describe. Our primary area of operation in Afghanistan was the Korengal Valley which now is
completely under the control of the Taliban and anti-afghan forces. It is referred to as the "Valley of
Death." Why did we fight so hard there and lose so many lives? Why did we fight and die only to leave
and create a vacuum? Why are we still fighting in a remote country so far away from our own?

